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 The man accused of a <a
href="http://abcnews.go.com/Business/las-vegas-casino-heist-suspected-gunman-arrested/stor
y?id=12831675"

   target="external">brazen casino heist, stayed at the very hotel he robbed just weeks after the
crime, gambling with some of the $1.5 million in stolen chips and living the high life, police said. 
  
         

 Anthony Carleo, the 29-year-old son of a Las Vegas judge, was arrested  in a police sting
operation this week after allegedly selling $125,000 in gambling chips stolen from the Bellagio
Casino in an audacious armed robbery on Dec. 14, 2010. 

 Carleo, who is accused of robbing a craps table while brandishing a pistol and wearing a
motorcycle helmet, lost about $105,000 of the money he allegedly stole gambling at the Bellagio
over the next month, according to a police arrest report. 

 Carleo lost $73,000 gambling at the resort on New Year's Eve, police said, and spent a week at
the casino in late January, leaving just a handful of times and receiving complimentary meals,
drinks and rooms on account of his high-stakes gambling. 

 Carleo is accused of making off with a number of $25,000 chips, nicknamed cranberries for
their red color. In an effort to force the thief to reveal himself, the casino announced it would
stop honoring those chips in April, leading Carleo on a frenzy to gamble and sell the stolen
pieces. 

 Carleo first tipped cops off to his location when he dropped one $25,000 chip in a Salvation
Army donation kettle, according to police. 

 Days later using the handle "Oceanspray 25" -- a wink to the "cranberry" chips -- Carleo
allegedly tried selling the chips on a popular poker Website. An e-mail to one user to arrange a
sale eventually led cops to the alleged thief, according to the report. 
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 According to the arrest report, police met Carleo at the hotel where he sold five $25,000 chips
to an undercover police officer and admitted to robbing the Bellagio. 

 Police said Carleo did not resist arrest and officers recovered $1.3 million in chips. 
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